Suppl. Fig. 1. Cell counts following NMA lympho-depletion in the melanoma cohorts. (A-C) Comparison of ANC between (A) the 120Cy/175Flu and 60Cy/175Flu cohorts, (B) the 120Cy/175Flu and TBI/75Flu cohorts, and (C) the 60Cy/125Flu and TBI/75Flu cohorts. (D-E) Comparison of APC between (D) the 120Cy/175Flu and 60Cy/175Flu cohorts, (E) the 120Cy/175Flu and TBI/75Flu cohorts and (F) the 60Cy/125Flu and TBI/75Flu cohorts. Day 0, day of cell infusion. * p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 and ****p<.0001

ANC, absolute neutrophil counts; APC, absolute platelet counts; Cy, cyclophosphamide; Flu, fludarabine.